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W
elcome to Charnwood Borough Council Commercial Team’s 2012 Food Safety
Newsletter.

As you will see from the article on the Food Hygiene Rating System, the standards within

food premises in Charnwood have probably never been higher.  This is great news and

congratulations and thanks go to all the businesses within the borough which are achieving

high standards.

This newsletter includes a number of articles that either provide news on current things

that are happening or give advice on some of the common areas where businesses can fall

down.

We hope you find the articles interesting and informative. However, if there is any aspect

of the newsletter or you require further information or support on a general issue, please

do not hesitate to contact the team. We are also interested on your views on the newsletter

– good or bad!

If you would like to make a comment, raise a concern or ask for advice please do so by e-

mailing food.hygiene@charnwood.gov.uk or write to:

Regulatory Services, Commercial Team, Charnwood Borough Council,

Southfield Road, Loughborough, Leicestershire. LE11 2TR

Councillor Jane Hunt
Cabinet Member for Regulatory Services
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    FOOD HYGIENE RATING SYSTEM

Charnwood Borough Council launched the Food Hygiene Rating Scheme (FHRS) in March 2011
for local food businesses. The scheme, which is being promoted by the Food Standards Agency,
is being rolled out across the country. Currently just over 150 local authorities take part, meaning
that around 115,000 premises are now included on the national database.

The scheme helps members of the public choose where to eat out or shop for food  by giving
them information about the hygiene standards in restaurants, pubs, cafes, takeaways, hotels,
supermarkets and food shops.

The rating is derived from scores allocated to three elements of the business assessed during
routine inspections.

These are:

●   How hygienically the food is handled – how it is prepared, cooked, re-
heated, cooled and stored

●  The condition of the structure of the buildings – the cleanliness, layout,
lighting, ventilation and other facilities

●  How the business manages and records what it does to make sure food is
safe

The hygiene standards found at the time of inspection are then rated on a scale. At the bottom
of the scale is ‘0’ – this means urgent improvement is required. At the top of the scale is ‘5’ –
this means the hygiene standards are very good.

Rating Symbol Performance Level

5 Very Good
    

    4 Good

    3 Generally 
     satisfactory

    2 Improvement
     necessary

    1 Major Improve-
     ment necessary

    Urgent Improve

     
0 ment necesary

Analysis of the figures in Jan 2012 showed that 39% of the food premises within the borough
held the highest rating of 5. Of the remaining, 18% had a 4 rating, 14% had 3, 5% had 2, 8% had
1 and 0.5% held a 0 rating.  There are 15% of businesses within the borough that are not included
in the scheme.  We are keen to work with all businesses to improve ratings and are happy to
provide advice and support on request.  

To check a rating, go to www.food.gov.uk/ratings 3



    CLEANING & DISINFECTION

All equipment and areas within food premises
need to be kept clean.

Equipment and surfaces which come into
contact with food (for example - chopping
boards, work surfaces, crockery, utensils, food
storage containers, pots and cutlery) must also
be disinfected.

You should also clean and disinfect fridges,
sinks, washbasins, taps and any other items
that are liable to come in contact with food
either directly or indirectly. 

Regularly wash/wipe and disinfect items that
people touch frequently such as door handles,
switches and can openers.

You should pay special attention to how often
you clean pieces of equipment that have

moving parts. 

These can be more difficult to clean, but it is

important to clean equipment properly to

stop bacteria and dirt building up. 

If you have manufacturer’s cleaning instructions

for a piece of equipment, follow these. 

The instructions will tell you how to clean this

particular piece of equipment thoroughly.

Dishwashers wash items thoroughly at a high

temperature so this is a good way to clean,

disinfect and kill bacteria.

Food waste containers, refuse waste bins and

all waste storage areas should also be cleaned

regularly.

It is important that cleaning is carried out properly
and regularly. 

There are several different chemicals that can be
used, but it is important to understand the principle
of when and how to use these chemicals effectively,
and not to mix chemicals which may make them
ineffective or release dangerous gases. 

It is recommended that every business should
maintain an up-to-date list of chemicals that they
use and what they are used for. 

This may be part of the cleaning schedule, or may

be kept separately.

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions and wear
protective equipment, such as gloves and goggles,
where necessary. Make sure all cleaning chemicals
you use are suitable for surfaces in contact with
food.

Detergent

A chemical (e.g. washing-up liquid) used to remove
grease, dirt and food. A detergent will not reduce
the level of bacteria to a safe level. A
detergent is used for general cleaning.
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What Needs To Be Cleaned And Disinfected?

What Chemicals Should Be Used?

Why is Cleaning so Important?

Cleaning of food premises is important for a number of
reasons:

• To prevent food poisoning – proper cleaning and disinfection
will reduce food poisoning bacteria to a safe level on
equipment and surfaces and will help to reduce the risk of
cross contamination.

• To remove physical materials such as food debris and grease which may contaminate food

When you are cleaning, remember to move food out of the way, or cover it. This is to prevent dirt, bacteria
or cleaning chemicals from getting onto food.



Bacteria can grow and spread very easily in
your kitchen environment.

Question: What does it matter if a cloth has
bacteria on it – we don’t eat cleaning cloths!

Answer: When you ‘clean’ with a dirty cloth
you are spreading bacteria around the surfaces
and equipment in your kitchen.  

After using dirty cloths or touching the surfaces
they have been used to ‘clean’ bacteria can be
transferred onto people’s hands and then onto
the ready-to-eat foods that are being prepared. 

This is called cross contamination, and it could
make someone very ill. You always need to be
on the lookout for cross contamination to
make sure it doesn’t accidently happen in your
business.

Question: Why would bacteria live and grow
in cleaning cloths? 

Answer: Cleaning cloths are an ideal place for
bacteria to live.  Tiny bits of waste and dirt in a
cleaning cloth provide bacteria with a food

source – the only other things bacteria need to
survive and grow are warmth and moisture.

Where the use of re-

usable cloths is

unavoidable: 

•   Always use new or 

     freshly cleaned and 

     disinfected cloths for 

wiping work 

surfaces, equipment or utensils, 

     particularly those that will be used 

     with ready to eat food. 

•   Take re-usable cloths away for 

    washing and disinfection after 

    using them in raw food areas. Have a 

    special place in the kitchen for used or 

    dirty cloths.  

•   Have separate cloths for use in areas of 

    the kitchen used for raw and ready to 

    eat foods.  Colour coded cloths can be 

    used for this purpose. 

    CLEANING CLOTHS 

Other Important Things To Consider When Using Cleaning Chemicals
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Disinfectant

A chemical that kills bacteria.  Make sure that grease,
dirt and food are cleaned off surfaces before you use
a disinfectant.

Other means of
disinfection include
steam and hot water
(above 82ºC). They
must conform to BS
EN 1276:1997 or BS

EN 13697:2001.

Sanitiser

This is a two-in-one product that acts as a detergent
and a disinfectant. If you use a sanitiser, make sure you
follow the manufacturer’s instructions making sure
that you use the correct product dilution and contact
time with the surface/equipment you are cleaning. 

Although a sanitiser cleans and disinfects, it should be
used twice when cleaning a dirty surface, once to
clean away dirt, grease, etc and secondly to disinfect
the surface. They must conform to BS EN 1276:1997
or BS EN 13697:2001.

Dilution Rate

Most cleaning chemicals are concentrated, so you
may need to add water to dilute them before they
can be used. It is important to follow the
manufacturer’s instructions on how much water to
use with the chemical.  This is the ‘dilution rate’.

If you add too much or too little water, the cleaning
chemical might not work effectively.

Contact Time

This is how long a cleaning chemical needs to be left
on the item you are cleaning. It is important to follow
the manufacturer’s instructions on how long to leave
the chemical before wiping away. 

Some require as little as one minute, while others can

be as long as 15 minutes.

Remember that washing up liquids on their own won’t kill harmful germs.



    ARE YOU THINKING OF HAVING A KITCHEN REFURBISMENT?

Workflow

•  Plan your kitchen to have a logical flow of food that
avoids cross contamination i.e. raw materials in –
storage – preparation – cooking – service/despatch

•   All structural surfaces such as walls, floors, ceilings,
doors, windows,woodwork and work tops must be
made of easy-to-clean materials which can be
disinfected, where necessary.

Fixtures and Fittings

•   All kitchens must have a suitable number of
accessible wash hand basins

•    Separate sinks are needed for food washing and
equipment washing

•    Toilets must not open directly into a room where
food is handled

•    Major fixtures or equipment e.g. cooking ranges,
chillers should be positioned to allow effective all
round cleaning to be carried out

•    Gas appliances should be connected to the supply

by flexible hoses, this allows equipment to be moved

for cleaning

•    Electrical equipment should also be capable of

being moved for cleaning

•    Consider fitting hand wash basins with 

non-hand operated taps

Storage

•  Ensure you have adequate refrigerators and

freezers positioned logically (e.g. not next to a heat

source)

•  Ensure that there will be enough space to allow

for separation of raw and cooked foods to avoid

bacterial cross-contamination

•  Allow sufficient space for storage of non food

items such as cleaning materials, laundry, crockery &

cutlery.

If you are planning to re-design or
alter your catering premises don’t
forget your legal food hygiene
obligations.

The following points may help you
to plan:
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•   Remember to replace reusable cloths 
    regularly. Old and damaged cloths become 
    difficult to clean and disinfect and may 
    shed fibres that can contaminate food.

Re-usable cloths need to be washed, disinfected
and dried between tasks (not just when they
look dirty). 

Be aware that simply rinsing through a dirty
cloth in hot water will not kill germs. Ideally
wash cloths in a washing machine on a hot
cycle. If you wash and disinfect cloths by hand,
make sure all the food and dirt is removed
before you disinfect them, you will need to use
soap or a detergent do this. 

Use hot water to disinfect the cloths.

•   Steeping of cloths in chemical disinfectants 
    e.g. bleach, has been shown to be an 
    ineffective method of disinfection and is 
    not recommended.

•   Always keep an adequate supply of single 
    use/clean cloths in your kitchen. Make sure
    that your staff know where these are kept.

•   Train/remind staff about the importance of
    safe cleaning and preventing cross  
    contamination. Make sure that everyone 
    knows what cloth to use for different jobs. 

Cleaning cloths – Key points 

Use single-use, disposable cloths e.g. paper

towels, paper roll etc wherever possible and

throw them away after each task. We strongly

recommend that single use, disposable cloths

should be used for the following tasks: 

• Wiping surfaces

• Mopping up spills

• Wiping hands

• Wiping sides of dishes before serving

• Drying food ingredients

You can find more information on food safety

procedures, in the Food Standards Agency’s

helpful guide  ‘Safer food, better business’ which

can be found alongside other advice at –

www.foodstandards.gov.uk  



    E.COLI 0157
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E. coli is a bacteria associated with raw foods such as
meat, fruit and vegetables. Where a business handles
both raw and ready to eat foods, there is always a risk
of cross contamination unless strict measures are
exercised.

Following these outbreaks the Food Standards Agency
(FSA) has issued new guidance to help minimise the
risk to businesses from E. coli. The  key control
measures involve:

•  Preventing cross contamination by identifying 
    separate work areas, surfaces and equipment 
    for raw and ready to eat foods. This includes 
    having separate slicers, mincers and vacuum 
    packers.

•  Effective cleaning and disinfection of surfaces. 
    Surfaces should be properly cleaned of 
    visible dirt, food particles and debris before 
    disinfectant is applied (in accordance with 
    the manufacturer’s instructions). Even where 
    sanitisers are used, cleaning should still 
    involve a two stage process, cleaning 
    followed by disinfection.

•  Good personal hygiene, including effective hand
washing and using clean over-clothing.

More detailed guidance is available on the FSA website
at:
www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/publication/ecolifact
sheet0211.pdf

And Another Thing...

The E. coli outbreaks in northern Europe have been

linked to the consumption of sprouted seeds and this

has resulted in new advice being issued.

What does the advice relate to?

Sprouted seeds such as alfalfa, mung beans (usually

known as beansprouts), fenugreek, mustard seeds and

cress are included. Watercress is not included.

What advice has been given?

Not to eat raw sprouted seeds, all sprouted seeds

should be cooked thoroughly before eating. This means

that they should be steaming hot throughout.

Are any other precautions needed?

Yes, surfaces used for sprouting seeds should be

considered to be contaminated and therefore effective

cleaning and disinfection is essential. Good personal

hygiene and handwashing is also important.

E. coli 0157 has been heavily featured in the news in recent years
with major outbreaks in Germany and France. The German out-
break, one of the largest identified, has resulted in over 3,000 people
becoming ill and nearly 50 people dying.

•  Provide staff with adequate
space/cupboards/lockers to store outside 
clothing

•  Consider the need for office space for food safety
paperwork

•   You must provide suitable arrangements for
storage and disposal of refuse

Ventilation & Lighting

•  Ensure that your new kitchen is suitably lit

•   We recommend that ventilation canopies are fitted
over cooking ranges and chip fryers etc.

•   Ducting to the exterior should be provided to
discharge fumes to a point where nuisance from
smell, noise or vibration is minimised

•   Internal ducting and grease filters must be
accessible for maintenance purposes

•   Any high-level external ducting will require planning

permission so please contact the Council’s Planning

    Department (see below)

Pest Control

•   Avoid boxed in pipework as this can harbour
vermin and pests

•   All doors and windows to the outside should close
adequately with no gaps around the edges

•   If there is a risk of contamination from insects
(e.g. if a window is next to a refuse area) then we
recommend that insect screens are fitted to windows

If you require any advice regarding
refurbishment at your food premises please
contact the Commercial  Team.

Extensive refurbishment and/or building works
may require planning permission so please
contact our Development Management Team at
development.control@charnwood.gov.uk
or telephone 01509 634737 or 634744.



    SAMPLING PROGRAMME

Wherever possible, foods sampled

will be part of current national,

regional and locally co-ordinated

programmes, although we will also

take samples as a result of:

•  complaints
•  process monitoring
•  inspections
•  special investigations
•  imported foods

A local group of regulators, including
Charnwood Borough Council, co-ordinates
the local sampling programme looking at
products of particular local significance.
Recent studies have included cooked rice,
chicken and its packaging and
environmental surface swabs to check
standards of cleaning.

Charnwood Borough Council recognises the
important contribution food sampling makes
to the protection of public health and our
food law enforcement functions.

Our Environmental Health Team is responsible
for carrying out food sampling and will make
unannounced visits to your premises to collect
the sample(s).

The following factors are taken into
account when deciding which foods to
sample:

•  protection of the consumer

•  identifying higher risk foods because they
contain significant levels of bacteria that can
cause illness

•  assessing the microbiological quality of
food manufactured, distributed or sold in
the area

•  identifying breaches of food safety
legislation

•  helping to identify where poor practices
and procedures exist

•  offering advice and guidance, if
appropriate, on food hygiene matters.

Wherever possible, additional information is gathered when a sample is taken.  This helps to
identify the reasons for poor sample results and assist in determining whether advice or
enforcement action would be appropriate.

Food Hygiene & Safety 01509 634656
food.hygiene@charnwood.gov.uk 

To find out if  this information is available in other

formats, or for help understanding it in your

language, please call (01509) 634560


